












How to knit a Gauge Swatch
Find the gauge listed on the pattern.  Knit your sample swatch. Use stockinette stitch (knit 
one row, purl next row) for measuring knit gauge, unless the pattern's listed gauge 
specifically says to work the sample in another pattern, such as a seed stitch.

Measure somewhere in the center of the square for most accurate measurement possible.

When making a 4”  swatch, use stockinette or the listed stitch for making the entire sample. 
(If no stitch is listed, the listed gauge refers to stockinette.) The end result will be  
approximate because stitch tension functions differently on edges than in the midst of a 
fabric.

When making a swatch of 6”- 8,  work in garter stitch for the first several rows until you 
have about 1” as border. After that, begin & end each row with an inch of garter stitch. In 
the middle, use stockinette stitch OR the pattern being used by the gauge, until you're 
about 1” short of making a square. Finish that last inch in garter stitch. The garter stitch 
border will mimic how putting the sts within the full project will affect the tension, while 
giving you easy points to start & end your measuring and counting 

Lay your sample flat and skip the edges of the sample swatch. Set a hard ruler across your 
swatch to count your stitches per 4” To get the most accurate gauge measurement, wash 
and dry your sample before you measure your knit gauge





No, your yarn isn't out to get you and why is this curling limited to stockinette. There's 
a very simple reason for why stockinette stitch curls:  it's the difference in the size of 
the knit stitches and purl stitches. 

Take a look at a swatch of stockinette and you'll see that the V-shaped knit stitches on 
the right side are wider than the bumpy, wavy purl stitches on the wrong side. That 
means that right side is wider than the wrong side.  Think about swatches of garter 
stitch and seed stitch. The stitches are the same on both sides, so they're not battling 
each other for length or width.  

There's another issue at play here: the stitches on the wrong side of the stockinette
stitch are longer than the stitches on the right side.  So while the right side is pushing 
out to the sides horizontally, the wrong side of the stockinette is pushing vertically on 
the top and bottom edge 



Add purl stitches to fight in the opposite direction. “Reverse stockinette” is all purls. 
Changing the stitch pattern on the ends and edges will prevent curling. Stitch patterns to 
prevent curling that are commonly used would be garter stitch, ribbing (1×1, 2×2 3×3) or 
other combos alternating sets of knits & purls), seed stitches & moss stitches

LET IS CURL AND CALL IT A STYLE CHOICE
The easiest solution: do nothing at all to stop the stitch from curling. Rolled edges can 

actually add a nice touch to knitted items. Instead of battling the stockinette stitch curl, just 
let those edges roll. Think about a rolled brim hat 

ADD A CROCHET EDGE Learn & use some simple crochet, and add a crochet edge. This will 
prevent knits from curling after the fact. Try a double crochet edge, a texture stitch pattern, 
or other decorative stitch patterns.

EASY Option! MAKE A HEM
If you have enough extra fabric made then you can also fold over your knitting and sew it 
with matching yarn and a wide eyed tapestry needle. Sewing through the purl bump along 
the back. Sew with consistency along edge so knitting will look even.  You’ll need to fold 
and tack down one corner lightly first before folding over the other side or it will be bulky 
looking. Again, this is a fix for after your knitting is complete and if you have enough room 
to be short on your project length.

WET BLOCKING or steam blocking can help  slight curling from happening. 



Stitch charts in knit and crochet 
patterns used as an addition to 
or in place of words to describe 
a pattern stitch. On the right  
are standardized knit symbols 
that have been adopted by 
members of the Craft Yarn 
Council and are considered to be 
the clearest to render and to 
read.

For the most part each symbol 
represents a stitch as it looks on 
the right side of the work.

















CRAFT YARN COUNCIL
http://www.craftyarncouncil.com/chart_knit.html
https://www.facebook.com/Yarn-Standards-377717666349/

Knit/Crochet Apps
http://appcrawlr.com/ios-apps/best-apps-knitting

Common Yarn Weights
http://www.dummies.com/crafts/knitting/knitting-yarn/yarn-weight-thickness/

Knitting Gauge Converter – inches
http://knit1tea1.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/05/Knitting-gaue-converter-Inches.pdf

How to Knit a Gauge Swatch
http://www.craftsy.com/blog/2013/05/how-to-measure-your-gauge-in-knitting/

Why Stockinette Stitches Curl
http://www.craftsy.com/blog/2013/05/how-to-measure-your-gauge-in-knitting/

Master list of Abbreviations & Techniques
http://www.skacelknitting.com/Master-Listof-Abbr-Tech-05092011
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